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The purpose of this study was to ascertain the potential erosion

impacts associated with ship movements in confined waters. The flow

associated with a ship passage can be separated accordingly: (1) the

propeller wake, (2) flow about the hull, and (3) associated waves.

Each of these areas has been analyzed to determine their respective

potential for causing channel eros ion.

Extensive field work was planned to determine the magnitude of

the associated flows in a channel due to a shill) passage, but numerous

problems developed that limited the amount of useful data obtained.

As an alternative approach, use was made of data presented by other

authors concerning channel flow effects caused by a ship passage.

SOGREAH test results regarding Kid Canal flows and ship related dis-

turbances (Wasser-und Schiffahrtsdirektion Kid, 1966) appear to be

particularly applicable for the Coos Bay shipping channel because the

channel dimensions and ship sizes in the two areas are approximately

equal From the Coos Bay field work that was completed and from the

extrapolations of the SOGRLAII test results, the total erosion caused

by ship traffic in Coos Bay was estimated to be insigni fi cant compared

to the natural erosion and deposition that takes pl:icc in the estuary.
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PLOWS ASSOC [ATLO will I

I [ARBOR SI LIP TRAFF I C

I. INTRODUCI'lON

The S LZC ol ships have continued to I iicrcasc So tlia t: iiiany water-

ways arc now being used by large vessels that can scarcely navigate

through the shipping canals safely. When a ai'gc ship oper;lt es in

confined waters, in close proximity to the bottom or canal banks, a

changc in the current velocity in parts of the canal is effected.

This velocity increase can be large enough to cause significant ero-

sion of the canal sediments (Schiffbau, 1912; Deift, 1974).

The purpose of this study was to describe the flows associated

with a sh i p mon ng .i ii confined waters and to es t ma t c tIme OCOS ion

caused by ship traffic iii a canal . The disturbance of the water in

a canal clue to the movement of a ship can be divided into three areas:

the flow caused by the ship propel 1cr, the ship hiul 1, and ship waves.

Each of these areas have been analyzed to determine the respective po-

tential for causing canal erosion. SOGREAII test results (Vasser uncl

Schiffahrtsdirelction Kid, 1966) have been used to estimate the total

erosion in a canal caused by ship traffic.
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11 . SI I I P IR)V I II NI iN CANA 5

When a sh p operates iii coot! ned waters, the ship inFluences the

flow fie Id around it and in return is acted upon by si zeal) le hydrody-

namic forces created by the flow field. A vessel in a canali chianes

the flow field in three different ways. (1) 1)ue to the presence of

the hull there is a decrease i n area throtiaji au ich thc water can flow

and hence there is an increase in the current velocity. 12) The pro-

pel icr adds energy to the water and causes an increase in veioctv in

the wake of a sh ip . (3) Ship waves transport energy away from a ship

and dissipitate that energy on the shore. The flows associated with a

ship hull, ship propeller, and ship waves will he investigated after

two important forces acting on a ship are discussed.

Squat

One force that can be of major concern i s that au i cli causes a

ship to sink or squat in the water when llIaIereav . Squat occurs due to

an increase in water velocity and a decrease iii 'es ire beneath a

ship. The increase i n water velocity can be caused U ci the r the pro-

peller drawing water from beneath the stern, or the increased flow due

to a coustri ctioii in area beneath the ship. Squat has been found to

bc a Funct ion oF: (1) shi p speed; 2) depth of ica ter: (3) aid ti

and cross-sect ton of the canal ; and (zI) wetted cross-section of the

vessel (Krav, I fl70; lVau)'h, 1P71 ). lignre I (Const:int me, I iNO) shows

the relationship between Froiide number and the d fliCO5 onh ess squat of

a sin p Lor var i oils va lites o the hi ockafe coe It i C i cut , S. he rat 0 oF
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Figure 1. Relationship between the Froude number F (based on the speed of the ship and the unclis-
turbed denth of the canal) and the dimensionless souat d of the ship for various values
of the blockage coefficient S. (From Constantine, 1960)



maximum ivetted cross-sect i Oiia I ;irc'a of a ship N) the caii;i I cross-

sectioiia 1 area . Where a drcdped channel depth on] y si iglitl y exceeds

the no tura 1 d epth over a wide bay, squat fl I ght be Jra Ct LCa 11 V ins i pu i-

ficant at normal operating speeds. Conversely, a dredged channel lo-

cated in a normally shallow estuary might refi cot squat measurements

similar to those experienced in canals of 1iiiited dimensions (Waugh,

1971) . Squat is sufficiently importa ut to he considered for OpeVfl

tions in many canal s because grounding oF shi 'i or erosion of thc

banks due to exCesSive Sill]) WOVOS cati occur.

Limiting Speed

Other forces acting on vessels limit their maximum speed at

which they travel in a canal . When a SI)]]) moves under the act ion of

its propeller, water is drawn through the p lane of the piopel icr at a

rate depending upon the shaft rol:ationa 1 speed and the available en-

gine power. ihe corresponding rate of change of momentum is opposed

by a reacting thrust which causes the ship to accelerate until it

attains a steady speed. In open water the ship's acceleration is

accomplished simply by increasing the propel icr ' s rotational speed.

Accordinclv, more water is drau\n through the pi'ope 11 or and tints the

impulsive force increases. This flow rate might he expected to con-

tinue to increase to an amount limited only In' the cnpne power and

the performance of the propeller. Accelerati out could coot i mine to the

physical limits imposed by the engine and propeller since nothing pre-

vents an abundant supply of water from entering the propeller.

Similar acceleration effects would mi ti aii' he experienced in



restr icted waters wlii Ic the vessel acre [crates From rest; but in these

circumstances other factors would begin to influence the flow rate in-

to tile propel icr. Ilie thrust fioiii the propel I Cr reaches a limiting

value si.mul tancoiis ly with the maximum shi p speed, since the thrust

depends on backtl ow discharge, and this limiting thrust remains steady

so long as sir p speed remains at the maximum sjeed . Hierelore, it

would seem that by i nercasJ ng the propel Icr's ioLat I otial rate, moie

water cool d be drawn through the prope 11cr and t lie thrust would fur-

ther increase. 'lhiis does not occur though, because the propeller op-

crates in a region of critical flow in which the volume of water

drawn through the propeller becomes limited and cannot increase, re-

gardless of the increased revolutions of the propel 1cr. It fol lows

that thrust cannot increase because the propeil or has become starved

of water, thus ship speed remains steady, or sometimes actually do-

creases, jrrespective of any increased propeller rotation. The prin-

cipal parameter which appears to control this speed is the blockage

coefficient, S (Schofield, 1974).

In the Kriegeiibrunner Survey (l97i) it was a iso recogni zed that a

ship has a maximum speed in a canal. Tests showed the following rela-

tion approxnated the maximum ship velocity in a canal

V = i. + 1 (1)
inn x

where ii, the ratio of the cross-sectional area ol the canal to the

Iiiaxiiliiiili cross-sectional area of the ship, is the I iiverse of 5, the

blockage coefficient, and V is the LiaxJnium ship velocity repro-
max

sented in km/hr. iVben propel 1cr rotational rates were increased be-
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yoiid the vt lue where V first aipcared , there was no increase in
max

ship velocity, hut an increase in thc scour of the canal floor was

observed. Nquat ion (i ) has not been tested in di [icront size catia Is,

So its applicability over a wide range of canals is not known.
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[I I ROILLLLR WAKE

A sli Wa ho I 5 (101. i led 1 he (Ii S I ii 111:1 Wa' of h( Wa I to I OW

passage of a ship . iIn'ee maj or components () I: a wa he inC 1 ud e water

being pushed backward a longside the liiii 1, dragged a long hem nd the

hull, or pushed astcrn by the propeller. The water' pished backwards

alongside the liii Ii lot lows the shape of the hut I, arid near the stern

the water moves upward due to the narrowing of the ship. Figure 2

(Namimatsu and Muraoka, 1974) shows the flow bog inn i rig a short di s -

tance in front of the stern for one parti crilar sh p. TIre flow in

front of the stern of most ships underway can he expected to be simi-

lar to the flow in Figure 2, hut the exact flow pattern will depend on

the form of the ship near the stern.

A ship's wake is primarily due to the propel icr. The water in

the outflow jet of a propeller has a rotational veloc.i ty component in

addition to an axial velocity component. A propeller jet is unusual

among submerged liquid i ets in that the j et maintains i. ts identity

for many propeller diameters downstream. The distance that the pro-

peller wake persists depends on the type of ship and its speed. Axial

velocities have been observed to persist for distances extending from

5 to 15 propel Icr' diamet ci's behi rid the ship, rh lie there have been

traces of the rotational velocities 21 diameters beyond the ship's

propeller auiiJers, I 9571

lIes ides knowing the distance a propeller' wake persi sts, it is in-

portant to know where the wake travels after leaving the propel icr.

From studios conducted w i t h a des troyer model, Saund ers (1937) found
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Figure 2. Flow field near a ship hull in proximity to the stern.
(Froni Namimatsu and Iuraroka, 1974)
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that the' 1 oiigi tiid.inn I center.! i iie of the out Fl ow jet does not I i e a long

an extension el the propel icr shin Ft axis. Instead, it begins to rise

just behi iid the propeller, wlie re t lie out F I ow j et cc i uc i (led iv i t ii the

rise in the water flowing under the stern. liccause of the lack of

other observations in the upper portlons of the propel icr outflow jet,

it was difficult to estimate the limits and shape of the cone of dif-

fusion between the outflow j et and the surround jog waters (Sn nod crs

1957).

One method recently used for obtaining the d i fFusion of the out-

flow jet has been through aerial photography. Aerial photographs

taken of towboats and barges on the Illinois River (Karaki and van

lloften, 1975) show the spread of the ship's wake on the surface, but

the pictures g ive no indication of the d iffus ion of the wake be low the

surface. A more accurate determination of the wake can be made by

looking at the acoustic wake produced by a ship.

An acoustic wake is defined as a volume of water which has a

greater capacity for absorbing and scattering sound after a ship has

passed through it (Physics of Sound in the Sea, 19(9, p. -111) . An

acoustic wake is formed by air that is trapped along the waterline of a

vessel and then dispersed in the form of bubbles or from air bubbles that

are formed by the prope 11cr . From the manner ri n which an acoust i. c

wake is formed, it is bell eyed that a ship' s tnorma 1 wake and acoits

tic wake coincide.

The mid thi o F a sIr p' s a cons tic wake has been Found to increase

with d stance bch nid a ship. At d is tances gr cater than 100 yards

the wake behind destroyer and destroyer escorts mere observed to fan
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out latera I Ir, witfi the edges or the wake ic hid hip a to1a 1 igIe of
10 (Physics of Sound in the Sea, 1969, p. 491)

ihe format iou of wakes is apparently a Hccte(l by the uvi ud d irec-

tion. The thu ckncss of an acoustic wake has been found to vary behind

the same vessel run at the same speed in different directions. In

some cases the thickness of tile wake was the same along the width,

while in other cases tlic wake was thinner at the edges. The wake

thickness for large surface vessels has been reported to he approxi-

mately twice the draft of the vessel, with the wake being approxlmate-

ly constant in thickness up to distances of 900 in behind the ship

(Physics of Sound in the Sea, 1969, pp. 498-500)

A propeller wake can also be observed with a side scan sonar if

there is enough sediment suspended in t lie wake to reflect the signal

from the transducer. Ilartman (1976) used an J.G.kG. Side Scan Sonar

to detect the propeller wake behind the Hopper Dredge hARDING while it

was dredging in Coos Bay, Oregon. The quantity of suspended sediment

in the wake was great enough to completely block the signal from the

transducer and keep it from recording any features on the far side of
tile wake. At a distance of approximately 200 ITI past the vessel the

suspended sediment in the wake was dispersed enough so that a normal

view of the channel was obtained. This indicates that there is a

rapid dispersion of suspended sediments behind a vessel due to the

turbulence in a propel 1cr wake.

In the Kriegenbrunner Survey (1973) the actual wake heli md a ship

has been found to he much small or than the si. e o F the wake predi cted

from the acoustic wake study (Physics of Sound in the Sea, 1969) . in



the Kricgeiibrunner Survey two different types of vessels were used in

the tests; one a motor freight ship, the other a tugboat which was

pushing a barge. 1 Five passes by a freight ship, having a draft of

2.3 meters, were made over the test area at three water depths: 4.0,

3.5, and 3. 1 meters. Only once during the 15 runs was the propel icr

wake noticeable on the bottom. Conversely, the propeller wake of the

tug boat, having a draft of 1 .65 meters, reached the bottom in Ii out

of 1.3 runs at Four different water depths: 4.0, 5.5, 3.1, and 2.8

meters. These field tests with large vessels indicate that the thickness

of a propel icr wake is a highly variable quantity and depends to some

extent on the size, pitch and revolution speed of the vessel's pro-

peller, and particularly the draft of the ship.

When a propeller wake extends to the bottom, the wake aii cause

a considerable amount of scour. Shortly after the completion of a

number of canals in Germany, the harmful effects of propeller wakes on

canal beds were observed (Schiffbau, 1912). It was discovered that

ships caused the eroding of sediments in the center of the canal

with subsequent deposition taking place along the sides. The volume

of sediment settling along the canal 's sides would bui H up to make

it impc)ssi h Ic for two ships to pass i n what was or i pi ml ly a two-way

canal. Jodcl tests of operations of various sized ships were conduct-

ed to determine what parameters were important iii cammsi ug tile scour.

It was dctei'iiii,cd that rudder oriciitaton hiai the roatestimiFluencc

'Physical dimensons of tile vessels are listed in tIc Appendix.
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on the scour. As the ci rcular component of vol oc I ty in thc propel icr

wake struck the rudder it would subsequently be deflected downward.

The amount of scour caused by the deflected jet was considerable, as

listed in Table I from the early German studies.

'Jo determine the amount of scour caused by a propel icr wake, the

ship GUSTAV K0[NIGS, having a draft of 2. 0 meters, 2 was anchored in a

canal which had a protective layer 1 .5 meters dee1) consisting of stones

six to ten centimeters in diameter (Felkel and Steinwel 1 er , I P72)

The vessel was anchored and its propel icr was run for .30 minutes with

a bottom clearance of: 1.0, .78, .71 and . 2S meters. At the end of

each test a depression was created behind the propeller with a mound

deposited beyond the depress ion. Figure 3 shows the relation between

the scour depth and mouiit lie i pitt as a fitticti OII of the bottom clearance.

Figure 4 shows the volume of material scoured as a function of the

bottom clearance. For the type ship used in this test it was decided

that a minimum bottom clearance of 1.0 meters was needed to keep scour

to a minimum. Figures 5 and 6 show the chrono 1 ogica 1 d evel cpment of

scour with time for a different sot of tests. AFter the pi'opcl 1cr had

run for only five nu nutes , the scour depth attained 3/1 of the value

reached after 50 minutes. This indicates that if a ship is in close

proximity to the bottom, the propel icr wake cati cause an appreciable

amount of scott r wli 1 1 e t lie sli i p 1 5 ttst pot 1 i tip utulerear.

J: i ci d measurements of scour caused by a movi up shi p were a I so made

2Additio]Ia I i nformat ion on the ship 1 s listed n the Append 1 x.



TABLE I. RESULTS OF PROPELLER TESTS (Schiffbau, 1912)

Name of the
Vessel

Water denth:

Draft
in

3 in

Propeller
Diameter

m

Thrust During
Test in Kg

Number of Revo-
lutions of the

Proneller
per Minute

Maximum Scour
With Without

Rudder Rudder
lfl

a) Single Propeller Tugboat
FRIEDEFURST 1.27 1.20 1200 200 .40
HELGOLV\D 1.34 1.10 1000 1.60 .20
FRIE['RICFI WILHELM 1.2$ 1.23 1200 200 1.40 .10
GUSTCHHN 1.35 1200 220 .30 .60
ELFRIEDE 1.40 ---- 850 180 1.60
ALFRED 1.33 1.15 950 190 .45

h) Tugboat with Twin-Propellers
RIIEIN 1.24 1200 125-120 .1
ANNA 1.12 .95 1000 210 1.40
ANNA 1.12 .95 460 130 .40
ANNA 1.12 .93 1200 100 .60
ANNA 1.12 .95 1600 134 .40
GOEBEN 1.56 1.30 2100 160 .30

c) Tugboat iith Tunnel Stern
KLAL\ 1.15 1.48 1200-1250 .3
KLAPJ 1.13 1.18 1700-1750 --- .6
ELARA 1.15 1.18 1700-1750 .9
R'LAR 1.15 1.48 2600 1.0

d) Freight Steamer
FALL 1.36 1.35 1200 210 .10

e) Cruise Ship
GLUCKAUF 1.20 1.20 925 --- .10
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in the Rreisacii Tests (Feikel and Steinwel icr, 1972 . in these tests a

ship wi tii a clra ft of I . 56 meters , pi'opel 1 cc ci iaiuet cc of 1 .47 met ers

and pi'ope 11cc iotat otni I speed of 3'iO rpm's was used at two (ii Herent

water depths : 2.46 and 2. 19 meters . Colored stones (weighing on the

average 500 grams) were placed on the bottom to record thc direction of

bed movement caused by a ship passage. At the deeper water depth,

flO delormat ion o F the bed was ohs e.rved 001)' a few C) I the C) 1 o red

tracers having been moved underneath the vessel, usual lv a few deci-

meters in the ship's direction of travel . After the run at tie shal

lower water depth, 2. 19 meters, a groove 0. 5 to 1 . 2 meters wide and

0.10 to 0.20 meters deep was noted. From all of the tests conducted,

two conclus ions were made regarding the movement ot bottom material

In still water, most of the bed stoics would be ci isp laced in the di-

rection of travel of a ship passlng overhead . iVi tii a river current

present, most of the stones would be displaced in the direction of

river flow, regardless of whether the ship moved upstream or down-

stream. Therefore, in a river, the net sedi cent t ralisport due to shi p

induced scour will always be downstream, while in a channel subj ected

to tidal currents, the sediment movement will be iii the direction of

the tidal currents.

IC) ciet erlu.i ic the extent of the n'0pe 1' appi'oxlwction

of the wake can he obtained by separatlng it into two components:

1) an i nclucecl veloc jt\' caused b) the sheddnc of \ort ices from the

propeller and 2) an axial jet of water issuiiu troci the propeller.

For the vortices that are shed by a propell er, the vortex inten-

sit)' is proportional to the thrust (SI otta and ilontes, 1975)
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2T (Breslin and Tsakona, 1959) (2)

plfl(i)I)
2

where p is the density of water, m is the number of propel icr blades,

is the angular velocity of the propeller, b is the length of a

propeller blade, and where the thrust, T, is defined as:

pA0

F = (UO2 - \T2) (Streeter, 1966) (3)

with A0 being the circular area of a propeller disc, Uo the velocity

of water leaving the propeller, and V the ship speed. If the vor-

tices shed by a propeller are represented by a free vortex, the in-

duced velocity can be given by:

so

F
= (4)

0 2rr

A0(UO2 \2)

v = (5)
0 22lllwrTrh

where v0 is the tangential velocity induced by the vortices and r is

the radial distance from the propeller axis. Equation (5) shows that

the tangential velocity colaponent is inversely projiort iona 1 to the

distance from the propel 1cr axis.

IF the axial prop velocity is niodeled as a jet of water in an in-

finite fluid the results obtained hr previous inresti gators can be

used to predict the decay of the axial velocity icc the wake, It has

been found that the decay of the cent cr1 inc ye I or i tv in a Water et

can be given by:
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lJ/l1 = .'l D/x (!I;irs!nt, I P71) (()

The decay of the latera 1 velocity di stri bt ion i s shown in E igure 7,

where

V/IJ
0-80(r/x)2 (liarsha, 1P71) (7)

Whereas the centerline velocity in a water jet is inversely proportion-

al to the distance (Equation () , the lateral veloc:i ty decays at a

faster rate due to the exponential term (Equation 7) . This indicates

that the high velocity core exiting fron the propel icr does iiot extend

very far in a lateral direction.

A more accurate representation of the propel icr wake cin be made

by taking into account the free surface, because a et of wa tei' near

a free surface behaves differently than a j et in an infinite fluid. A

shal low submerged axi symmetric jet has been found to deflect towards

the free surface downstream of its nozzle. initial lv the velocity pro-

files do not radically differ from those for an i nfin it ely submerged

j et. however, with increasing distance downstream, the vclocitl es

above the no:zle axis increase relative to those below the axis. As

a consequence, the maximum velocity moves above the original noz zle

axis and migrates upward with increasing distance downstream, eventu-

ally reaching the free surface (Maxwel 1 and Pa:wash , 1973)

Maxwell and Fa:washi (1973) presented two niathcmat ical models to

describe a shallow submerged jet. For the near Field regi on, 2. 2 <

x/L) K 23, it was found

= c(exp( (v2+ (z-z0)2)) + exp( (\/2
+ (z+z0)2))) (8)

(U2)0 112 p2
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2 72whore c = I exp (-I) /'Ic x

c . 033, a coiistaiit spread coef H ci cut , I) is the djnmeter 0 t the jet

nozzle, z is the location of the propeller axis below the surface

and V/U0 is the ratio of the mean velocity at a point to the mean

velocity at the jet nozzle. At large distances from the jet nozzle,

where x/D > 2S , the submerged et can he described by:

V2
2

(exp(-
+ (0z cxp (J (zo+:)2))

(1(1)
(U )o 1c x c x c x

There are not enough data available in the literature to verify

one model as being better than another. However, the let described by

Maxwell and Pazwash (1973) follows most closely the path of observed

propeller wakes (Saunders, 1957) , in that the eFFect of a submerged

jet interact.i up with the surface is taken uìto account and the general

flow in the propeller wake is toward the surface. Using the equations

for a shallow submerged turbulent jet (Maxwell and Pazwash, 1973) , the

spread of a propeller wake for a typical ship .i.n Coos Bay was calcu-

lated. Figure 8 shows the velocity ratio V2/(U2) o plotted at various

distances from the propel 1cr at a depth corresponding to a channel

bottom of 12. 2 meters. Figure 8 shows that whi. 1 e there is a large

spread in the jet, the high velocity core of the jet remains confined

to a narrow region

In conclusion, the hi ph velocity core of a propeller wake does

not always strike the bottom, hut when it does, the wake mi ght he cx-

pected to cause a considerable amount of scour. In man cases the

propel 1cr wake has decreased enough in magnitude when it roaches the
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i)OttOtlI SO that it causes very ii ttle scdimeiit movement the velocity

and s i e of a wake was Fotund to (1 cjeuid on scvera 1 var lab 1 es : distance

behind the ship, ci carance beneath the ship, speetl of the ship, a iid

propel I or rpm's.
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IV. FlOW AROUNI) A SF1 IF I FULL

Even though the propel icr wakc might not ext end to the bottom, it

is still possible for scour to occur due to a ship's iresencc or its

passage. When a ship moves through the water, it pushes water for-

ward at the bow, dsp laces water alongside and underneath the hull

and drags water along behind the stern. These threc currents are

called respectively: the bow current, the return current , and the

fol lowing current. The three currents arc shown in Figure 9 for a

typical velocity profile beneath a ship. These currents are of a suf-

fi ci ent niagn it ode that when a ship is operating in a narrow ca na 1, the

currents extend to the bottom and sides oF the canal and can cause

significant scour to occur in uncohesive soils.

Bow Current

The bow current is formed by water being pushed ahead by a ship.

The size of a bow current will therefore depend on the speed of the

ship and the shape of its bow. A blunt how, such as a barge, causes

a larger bow current than a finely tapered shi i p. Tn the Kriegeu-

brunner Survey (1973), velocity profiles were made imclerneath two

vessels at. (1 i fferent. water. depths and ship speeds . F i gores 1 0 and II

show the current in proximity to the bottom beneath a ship and a

barge. These f i gores show t hat t lie bow cur rent i s much sum I I er in

si :e and magnitude than the return or following current.
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Return Current

The return current is caused by water fi owi ng a round and under-

neath a ship. The calculated streamlines in Figure 12 (Adec, 1973)

show the proportlon of water that flows underneath the ship as opposed

to the amount that flows around the sides. Underneath a ship the re-

turn current reaches a maximum value just past the bow (Figure 9)

From the tests in the 1973 Kriegenbrunner Survey, the investigators

found the equat ion:

RI) \T

V
r F -A

in a

(11)

to be a good predictor of the return current for ships in transit he-

low their maximum possible speed iii a can;i I ; where \ is the mean

velocity of the return current, B is the width of
In

the ship, I) is the

draft, V i s the ship speed, Fis the cross-sectional area of the

canal, and A is the maximum cross-sectional area of the ship. This

equation has not been verified iii different canals , So its app) icahi-

lity for different size canals is not known. Past the how the velocity

decreases in magnitude and remains fairl constant unt 1 near the stern

where a second maximum occurs before the return current ends and the

fol lowi ng current begins.

The return current extends in a lateral direction for a consider-

able distance from a ship besides being present directly under the

center of a vessel. Figure 13 shows the velocity measured .88 meters

above the canal bottom at three distances from a ship. Figure 13 gives

a satisfactory representation of the general shape of the longitudinal
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Figure l2a. Calculated streamlines about a Series 60 ship. (From Adee, 1973)
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Figure 12b. Centerplane projection of the streamlines about a Series 60 ship.

(From Adee, 1973)
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veloctv profi 10 Iii the lateral (lirect:ion. IFowover, the sped fic

vcloc I ty p rofi Ic for aii shi p iv [1 depend on tic type and speed oF

the ship and the canal d miens ions. Figures 11 and 15 i Ilimstratc that

the current velocity changes with a change in ship spccd and draft.

Note, for these figures there was only a smai 1 change in the draft

between the two tests, there was accordingly little difference in the

return current vol or i ti es, tli e range in prope 11 or rpm' s t hom igli, was

large enough to show that the return current depends strongly on the

rotational speed of thc propeil or.

The size of a canal and the location of a ship in the canal also

affects the flow around a ship. Figures l(3a, l6b, and l6c show velocity

contours near the canal bottom and surface for one ship iii three dif-

ferent canals. Figure l6a shows a larger current velocity than was

present in the other canals due to a smaller canal cross-sectional

area. The same narrowing cffcct occurs when a ship moves from time

canal centerline towards one hank. The decrease in area between the

ship and the bank causes an increase in the current velocity. The

velocity profile presented in Figure 15 was made at the edge of a

canal while a barge passed in the middle of the canal; whereas Figure

17 presents the veloc:ity profile taken at the same location but with

the barge 23.6 meters closer to the canal bank. Signi Ficant velocity

differences can be discerned by comparing these two figures. Both

the canal cross sectional. area and the shmi p speed are t lie maj or

factors influencing the return current.
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Figure 17. Current velocity at the edge of the Scheldt-Rhine canal,
ship draft of 4 in, ship 23.6 m from the canal centerline.
(Prom Dclft, 1974)



lol 10 inn Cti rrcnt

'the foh lowing ctirrciit IS loimect by mater Ii owi iic iii heti ud a shi I p

and traveling along with the Sh1iJ). ligure P shows that the following

current reaches a peak near the stern and then decays to zero. T.n the

1973 Kri egenbriinner Survey, the maximum value of the ft 11 owing current

beneath a ship was found to he approximately equal to the maximum

value of the return current under the sh.i . in the l)c 1 Ft stud i Cs

Figures 14, 15 and 17, it can be seen that the following current does

not extend as far in the lateral direction as the return current.

Figure iS shows the extent of the fol lowing current a long with the

bow and return current for a tugboat pushing a barge

Mathemat I ca 1 Mod e I

If a method could he obtainc.l for estimating the velocity distri-

bution around a ship, then it would he helpful to predict in advance

what ship speeds would produce associated current velocities high

enough to cause scour in canals of specified dimensions and materials.

A number of investigators (Denny, 1963; Mess and Smith, 1964;

Piotkin, 1975, 1976; Tuck, 1966; luck and Taylor, 1970) have presented

analytical developments concerning flows a round hull shaped objects

The works by Plotkin (1975) and Tuck (196n) were found to be the most

applicable to the present probi em in consider iig shi p movements in

shallow water.

Plotkin (1973) and 'luck (1966) used the method oF matched asvmp-

toti c expansions to analyze the potenti.l flow field oF a slender ship

moving in shal low water. Shallow-water theory describes the flow in
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the far hold and sieiidcr body theory l)tOV Ides the near- Held descrip-

tion. Plotkin and Tuck used the results of the potential tiow solu-

tion to ca lcnlat-e the forces on a sbHJ) huh , hut the same rosul ts can

similari ly be used to describe the velocity field near a ship hull.

Ihe fo I lowi up i 5 a Ioi'iiiuia t i on oF the pi'oh I cm of' Flow past a

slender ship in shial low water (Plothin, 1975 and Tuck, 1966) . Consi-

der the steady subcritical potential flow of a stream of shallow water

of speed U past a slender ship of length 2k. The coordinate system is

shown in Fipure 19. x lies in the stream direction and z is measured

upwards from the undisturbed free surface. The tin Ld is taken to be

inviscid and incompressible and the flow is steady. A disturbance

potential , , CXI sts which satis fi es Laplace' s eqilat ion and tends to

zero at infinity. The total flu:id velocity,q, is given by:

q = UV (x+) (12)

where V is the differential operator.

The slenderness assumption requires the bean and draft to be

small compared to the length, say of 0 (c) . The hit 11 i s descri bed by

the equation:

y = f(x,z) (13)

The kinematic boundary condit ion on the shti p surface for th i s inviscid

flow requi res that the body he a flow st ream I i no, so that

c(l+)f eq f = 0 on y = cf (14)
) X Z

The shallowness assumption also requires the depth to he 0(s). On the
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bottom, assumed to he a plane surFace ;lt :' h0, we have

= 0 on Z = -eh (IS)

The boundary conditions on the unknown free surface

z = n(x,y) (16)

are firstly that the pressurc vanishes

-2gn/U2
+

(/2 2 (17)

and secondly that the free surface is a streamline

The depth Frond e number

+ y0y
(18)

F2 = 02/gcli0 (19)

is taken to be of 0(1).

The procedure for solving this problem can he found in papers by

Plotkin (1975, 1976) and Tuck (1966), therefore only the results will

be presented here. The velocity component in the x direction is given

by:

U = (20)

Since only the increase in velocity over the free stream velocity is

of concern, the velocity to be determined is:

u = 1h1 (21)
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From 1lotkin (1975)

S '(F.)

= -
C

f d (22)
x

1i (1-F2)

For an ellipsoidal hull of revolution described by:

x2/L2 +y2/B02 + z2/B02 = 1 (23)

the area S(x) is given by:

S 0. 5vB02 (l-x2/L2) (24)
a

Using Equations 22 and 24, the velocity along the hull can he described

by:

Bo2 s
x Ii + x/LIu= U(-- 1

h0L(l-F2)
( Ln

l x/1j
2)) (25)

To sec how accurate tlu s representation of the velocity is in

describing the velocity beneath a ship, the velocities measured in one

test of the Kriegenbrunner Survey (1973) were compared to the predicted

velocities for a hull of revolution with a parabolic waterline that

had the same length and draft as the ship i n the test. Figure 20

shows the calculated and measured velocities beneath the ship. From

Figure 20 it can he seen that Plotk in' s model is not very accurate in

predicting the velocity under a ship and additional analvti cal work

needs to be clone in this area in order to accurately prcdi Ct the flow

field a round a shi p

A paper he l3cck , Newman, and luck (1975) , will ch appears to offer

an improvement OVCY PlOtRill' 5 model, arrived too late for I nclosurc in
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Figure 20. Comparison of calculated velocity with measured velocity beneath a ship.
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this report. In the paper, cnti tied ''Ilydrodynami.c lorces on Ships in

Dredged Channels," a velocity potential is presented for flow around a

ship in a canal with a finite depth and width and surrounded on both

sides by shallow water. Beck, Newman, and Tuck looked at the sinkage,

trim, and wave resistance of a ship, but their results can be extended

to describe a velocity field around a ship.



V. SIi1l WAVNS

Formation of Waves

47

When a ship moves forward, water is deflected around the hull and

a dynamic pressure distribution develops over the hull surface in con-

tact with the water. The dynamic i essure is positive and generally

maximum at the bow, dropping to a negative value over most of the mid-

section and becoming positive again near the stern. The positive and

negative dynamic pressures cause the water's free surface to respond

by rising and falling as a vessel moves through the water creating

surface water waves. In the ocean the waves mix with wind waves and

swell or decay with distance. However, in harbors the waves cannot

decay over a large distance, so the canal banks must absorb the energy

in the waves.

The energy contained per unit of wave surface is directly propor-

tonal to the square of the wave height,

(26)

where E is the energy, 9 is the crest length, hi is the wave height,

A is the wave length, and y is the specific weight of water. Thus,

wave iieiht is of pri ncipal interest in cons idcring the effect a wave

has on ri ccv banks . Sorens en (I )6 7h) found that tie hei gh ts o F waves

generated by a ship are almost entirely dependent mu the siwi p ' s speed.

Faster moving ships created larger waves than slow ships. Das and

Johnson (li7O) found that the wave height decreases with distance in

the wake of a ship. However, in a confined waterway, the banks are
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closc enough to shipping lanes to prevcnt a s I gui 1 cant. amount of wave

decay.

Erosion from Waves

Waves propagating into shallow water can cause erosion i.n any one

of three ways. When a wave is in deep water, the orbital velocity of

the wave does not reach the bottom. As a wave moves into shallow

water, the orbital velocity presence is felt at the bottom. A small

increase in water velocity at the bottom will initially cause a mixing

of the water column that will cause a decrease in the sediment concen-

tration. As the wave moves into more shallow water, the bottom velo-

city increases and sediment resuspension takes place. Anderson (1974)

found that a velocit between 10 and 20 cm/sec was large enough to

cause either a mixing of the water column or a resuspension of the

fine-grained estuarine sediments.

Ship waves mainly erode the canal banks near the water level,

where waves break. As a wave travels into shallow water, the wave

celerity decreases and the wave crest steepens until the wave eventu-

ally breaks. The impact of a breaking wave causes a resuspension of

the F I ne mater I a I a 1 oni the s!iorei inc. Lveii I F the wavcc (In not.

break, they can still cause damage to the banks. The rapid fluctua-

tions of the waver level caused by even sinai I waves can cause pressure

gradients in the subsoil that can result in the uplifting of parts of

the bank and resulting in the washing-out of partftles from the sub-

soil. The alternate motion of runup and backwash of the waves on the

shore causes erosion until an equilibrium slope is reached. Steep or



liCUr Vertical FIVCr bLinks WIll c()iitilitmll ly be at tacked by waves, and

if the hank material is erodib c or unstable, hank [a i lure can be

expected.

Waves in Coos Ba

In many areas of Coos Bay the banks at the shore are vertical,

but the only time they- are exposed to waves is at high t ide. At other

times the waves runup on t idol flats . The ship :1 ndiiced waves at Coos

Bay have been found to be either very sinai I or nonexis tent. This i.s

due to the slow speed at which the ships operate in the channel. Con-

versations with Coos Bay pilots, Mr. Hansen and Mr. Davis (Oct. 1975),

revealed that cargo ships operate at speeds from 1 . 0 1. 5 rn/sec in

the upper part of the harbor and from 4. 1 4.6 ni/sec in the lower

part of the harbor.

While cargo ships do not usually create waves in the harbor, tug-

boats do create waves. The size of such waves are found to depend on

the speed and size of the craft. The maximum height of the tugboat

waves observed in Coos Bay has been 0.3 meters. With a wave of 0.3

meters, the maximum horizontal particle veloci tv at the sedi nent-woter

intert ace can he obtained by:

U (Anderson, 1974) (27)
bottom

where 11 = wave height and h water depth. With a wave height of 0. 3

meters and a water depth of 0.61 meters, the maximum horizontal velo-

city would be 0.76 ni/sec. The velocity from the tug waves is less

than the inn xi irnini tidal current velocity, 1.04 to 1.8 in/sec (Coos Bay
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ITS Supplement, I P7S) . 'Fbi S iiidi rates that while the tugboat waves

might cause mixing and resuspension of sonic bottom sediments, the tidal

and river currents have a larger potent al For crud iiig hutton materials.

In determining the effect ship waves have on sediment resuspen-

sion, it has been related that the most jmportallt chiai'acteri 51: ft of

the wave is its height which is known to depend mainly oii the ship's

speed. In Coos Bay, Oregon, cargo ship's speeds are low enough so

that waves of ncg 1 igib 1 e height are produced kven though t tigboa t s

have been observed to produce waves, it can be said that river and

tidal currents cause more sediment resuspension than ship s waves.



VI. SuIt' I Nl)LJCEI) EROS L'2N

The eros ion in a canal can not be easi lv separated i nto the pro-

portions caused by the propeller wake, or flow around a ship hull, or

that caused b a ship's waves. Al 1 three processes are interrelated

and contribute to the erosion under different circumstances. The cro-

sion that does occur can be arranged in two categories: bed load

transport and sediment resuspension. While describing the bed load

transport and sediment resuspension does not give an indication of the

total quantity of sediment scoured, it does provide an individual with

a clear picture of the erosion process. Bed load transport was dis-

cussed in a previous section and sediment resuspension will be covered

next.

Sediment Resusncnsi on

Sediment resuspension caused by ships is known to exist (Anderson

1974, Jiart 1969, and Karaki, et a 1. 1 9753 . Whether the resuspension

is detrimental to the water quality of the area depends on many fac-

tors . One of the most important cons iderat ions is the background tnr-

bidity level in the channel. Turbidity is a measure of the scattering

of light as it passes through water. It is caused by the presence of

suspended material in the water and is measured in terms of one mi 111-

grain of silicon doxdc dissolved in a liter of water (Jackson lurlud-

ity Unit or JTU).

how harmfnl the turbi ditv increase caused by a ship passage is

depends on the background turl)d it)' level. if the hackgrouiid level .i s



a lrc'ady high, the
i issage o1 a ship might not have any not iceab to

effect on the turbidity. Karak i and van Molten ( 197S) described a

very s imp I e ro Intl onshtp which as sumes that tie turbidity at a point

in thc rivcr increases as a ship 1)1S5CS (Figure 2 in) . The turbidity

in the river rises to a maximum value behind the ship and then decays

to the background level. When another ship approaches before the tur-

bc1tv level has returned to normal , the effect of the two ships is

cumulative (Figure 21b). For a low background turhidty level, this

would be a significant increase in turbidity. While for a high back-

ground level, the added turbidity might be barely discerriable. The

model presented by Karaki and van hloften was not substantiated by any

field data, but was meant to represent qunli tat.ively the change in the

turbidity level.

The deposition location of the suspended sediments depends on the

particles settling velocity and the river current. The settling time

varies (lependi.n on the size of the partici c and the stream turbulence

levels present in the water. The average settling velocity of a par-

ticle in turbul ent water can he considerably reduced below its teriiii-

nal settling velocity in still water. For quartz grains, '!urrav (1970)

predicts a reduction in the settling velocity on the order of 30.

The longer a particle remains in the water column, the farther it will

be transported before it is depos i ted.

Est imate of Lrosion in a Canal

Instead of looking at the different forms of erosion, it is more

useful to look at what overall parameters are important in determining
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a. Turbidity increase after the passage of one ship.
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h. Two ships ing in si cess ion.

Fi guro 21. Effect of sh traffic on stream turbidity.
(From Karaki and van lloften

, 1975)
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the scow' in a canal caused by the jrnimgc ol cli p. Ii I ccl c con-

ccrriiiig the K I e t Cana I condtic ted by SOCRfAI I (Was sec ii nd Sch I I lab rt. s

dirckt ion Ki ci, 19(6), it WOS found that n, the ratio of canal cross-

sectional area to maximum ship cross-sectional area, and the ship speed

were the two most important parameters in 9 etermini 119 the ilillOi.int ot

erosion that would take place in a canal.

The SOGREAII tests were conducted with three different size ship

models representing the main classes of ships that use the canals

being studied. The normal operating speed for the ships is from 8.0-

19 km/br, with the smaller ships generally traveling at the faster

speeds. Characteristics of the different ships are listed in Table

II.

TABLE II . ChARACTERISTICS OF ShIPS IN SOGREAII 'rESTS

Class Displacement DIVT Draft Length Cross-Sectional
'ions in m Area 1112

1 26000 12500 9.5 155 198.0
2 16000 3000 8.5 125 165.6

3 10000 5000 7.5 105 126.0

The canals used in the tests were modeled after existing and pro-

posed waterways. Five different size cairn is were used, which provided

a raine in the cross-sectional area front 828 to lIDS m2. 11th the

size of tile situps tested, this provided a range in n from 1.2 to 11.2.

The sediment in the canals consisted of two different types of sand.

One type of sand had a density of 2.68 gui/cm with 1) = .2mm, while

the other type of sand had a density of 2.66 gm/cm3 with P .7mm.
50

The erosion that took place in each canal was determined by the
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d epos A t 1011 0 1 nat Cl' I 0 1 oIl the ho ItoHi (1 I lie COla I . I row t lie (I os it H

mat en a 1, an es t ima te could he made of the v olume of sand (m eroded

per meter o F canal lcngthi (m 3/ni ) for 100 ship iages.

The results of the SOGREAD tests are summarized in Figure 22,

which shows the eros on rotc versus the sh i p [roiide lllInihe 1' o r differ-

ent values of ii. Data in Figure 22 give an indication that the erosion

rate increases when the speed of a ship increases or when n decreases.

From Figure 22, it is possible to determine the amount of erosion that

occurs due to each class of 511111 and accordi ugly find tile total expected

erosion ill a canal.
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Figure 22. Rate of erosion in a canal for different passage coefficients. (Data from asser-und
Scliiffahrtsdircktion Kid, 1966)
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VLI . FIELD WORK

Jielci wOrk concerned with determi nat on oF channel shi ppi ng im-

pacts on benthic systems was carried out at Coos Bay, Oregon during

1974 to 1976 (Figure 23) . Coos Bay is a world leader in the shipment

of wood products with an average of 420 ships entering the port per

year. The inner channel at Coos Bay is mainta i ned to a depth of 9. 1

meters and a width of 91.4 meters for 24.1 kilometers extending from

the entrance to the mouth of isthmus Slough. There are two turning

basins in the harbor, one is opposite Coalbank Slough at Kilometer 23.5

and the other is at the City of North Bend at Kilometer 19.5. Both

turning basins are maintained 9.1 meters deep, generally 183 meters

wide, and 305 met ers long (Coos Bi US Suppi emeilt , 1975)

The cargo vessels that come to Coos Bay can be arranged into three

main classes. Ihere are tankers, genera 1-ca rgo vessels, and wood chip

ships . With the channel depth I mu tat ions, t ankers have been the

older, smaller types such as T-1 's and T-2' s of 17, S00 DWI and less.

General-cargo vessels have been mostly C-I 's, C-S's, Liberty, and

Victory ships with a tonnage between 10, 000 and 20, 000 DWT. The dry-

bulk carriers, moving wood chips, are new vessels in the 20 - 42,000

DWT range. The physical dimensions of the different classes of ships

and the frequency of vessels cal 1:ing at Coos Bay based on s I :e are

listed in the Appendix.

The ob ect ive of the field work was to determine the eFFect shi p

traffic has on the bottom sediments in a harbor. This was to be accom-

p1 ishcd by d etermn in I ng the increase iii ye bc i tY near the cha mine 1 hot-
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torn caused by the presence of a sli ip and the ensuing increase in tur-

bidity behind the ship. The research that was earn ed out was divided

into four areas: 1) the velocity increase under a stationary ship;

2) the velocity increase under a moving ship; .3) the propel icr wake;

and 4) water quality (turbidity) behind a ship.

The field work at Coos Bay was performed in a straight section of

the shipping channel adjacent to the Ii. S. Army Corps of Lngineers

dock during the period June 1975 to January 1976. This location was

chosen so the Corps dock could be used to store recording equipment

Adj acent to the Corps dock the channel bottom is composed mainly of

silt, with the channel being 91.4 meters wide and having a Mean Low

Water (MLW) depth of 11.6 meters at this location.

To dot ermine the effect of a passing sli i p , a tripod as shown i n

Figure 21) was built that woo I d support instrniflentat.i on for determin-

lug: the current ye locity at two c 1 evations above the bottom and the

current direction, and for coilect:ing water samples in proximity to

the bottom. Two Curie)' 665 Direct Reading Current Meters were used to

take velocity measurements. The sensing units were mounted one meter

apart on the instrument stand. An electrical cable 92 meters long from

the instrument stand to the Corps dock coimected the curnent meters

with the indicator unit. The meter face was cal ibnatcd to two differ-

ent sea los: 0-5 rn/sec and (1-7 In/see. The direct ion i iwl icat or showed

which direction the water current was runni n; this was not designed

to accurately dIcterlili no the ciirrciit direction, nit ma iii lv to record a

reversal in the flow direction. hVa ter samp I es were taken through a

hose (I . 5 cm .i nner diameter) that was supported between the cii rrent
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Figure 24. Schematic of instrument stand.
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meters; one pump on the instrument, stand and three Guppy pumps on the

surface pumped the water to the dock where bottle samples were taken

for water quality (turbidity) analysis.

The first experiment conducted was to determine if there was an

increase in water velocity near the bottom clue to the presence of a

ship's hull. To accomplish this, the instrument stand was to be

placed on the bottom under the center of a ship after it had clocked.

The Corps of Engineers hopper dredge the ChESTER HARDING was scheduled

to be in port from June 21 - June 23, 1975, so the instrument stand

was placed on the bottom in front of the Corps dock on June 20, 1975.

Besides placing the instrument stand on the bottom, a Savoniits current

meter was put in downstream of the dock approximately the same dis-

tance out from the edge of the channel. It. was iitendecI to p1 ace the

Savonius current meter sufficiently downstream to be away from induced

currents associated with the IIARD1NG. But unfortunately the HARDING

tied up with its bow over the Savonius current meter and the resulting

measurcmeiits had little meaning.

A different method for observing the effect of docked ships was to

see if there was an increase in scour at a location where ships berth.

Figure 25 shows a transect that was made parallel to Central Dock with

a fathometer . The depth remains fairl constant in the area where ships

normally berth. At each end of the dock the depth of water decreases.

Since no special dredging is done in this area it can be assumed that

the presence of the ships cause an increased scour velocity which re-

moves the bottom sediments beneath the docked ships.

The subsequent field work consisted of measuring the water velo-
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city near the channel bottom as ships passed overhead. This was

accomplished by placing the instrument stand on the centerline of the

channel 46 meters directly out from the Corps dock. Jo put the instru-

ment stand on the bottom required the use of an inflatable rubber

boat and two divers. As the support craft proceeded out in the

channel, dive weights were tied on the cable approximately every six

meters as the cable was being pulled from the support reel . At the

center of the channel the instrument stand was lowered to the bottom

and then the divers proceeded to put lead weights on the icgs to keep

the stand in place.

The instrument stand was placed in the channel on July 10, 1975

with the intention of leaving it in place for two weeks to monitor the

Ship trafF:i c that took place duri ng that period of tine. however,

only five ships passed over the instrument stand before it was des-

troycd by a ship's anchor on Jul 12 and lost. Only a smal I amount of

data was obtained from these ship passages. It was found that the

velocity changed very quickly during ship passage and the output of

the Gurley meters did not give adequate response to describe or record

the velocity change associated with ship passage. Data that were ob-

tained are summarized in Table III.



'lADLE Iii . VELOC ITY MEASURI1\IENTS AT COOS BAY

Ship Draft Water Depth Velocity change from free
stream rn/sec

m in Bow Middle Stern Wake

Bunga Tembusa 8.8 12.5 0.3 0.61 0.0 0.3

Paragon 3.7 11.3 0.0 0.43 0.3 0.0

Yue Man 4.0 11.3 0.0 0.80 1.2 0.0

Daiko Maru 5.4 12.0 0.0 0.90 0.2 0.0

Septa 6.9 12.5 0.0 0.20 0.3 0.2

The current meters that were destroyed were replaced with two

Marsh McBirney Model 711 Electromagnetic Current Meters (EMCII) . These

meters are more accurate for rapid fluctuations in the current velo-

city and they were hooked up to a magnetic tape recorder to provd1e a

permanent record of the data. On receipt of this equipment the meters

were mounted as shown in Figure 26. The installat ftn procedure was

the same as for the instrument stand, except in this case one of the

meters was Put on the centerline of the channel and the other was

placed approximately nine meters to the side of the channel centerline.

The current meters were placed in the channel on November 1, 1975.

An acoustic pinger was fastened to the stand of the meter on the cen-

terline of the channel to aid in recovery of the meter in case of an-

other ship related accident. Shortly before the Bunga Melawis arrived

on November 2, a float marking the location oF the second current meter

was pulled up. The anchor to the float hooked the current meter cable

and tipped the current meter on its side. When the (lata from the re-

maining meter was analyzed, it was determined that au outside source

was interfering with the current met er. The acoust ft p.inger was found
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Figure 26. Mounting arrangement of electromagnetic current meters.
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to produce a signal that interfered with the current meter, Sc) the

data collected could not be used.

To furt her .i so late the meters , wood en stands were hu I I t for the

next field tril) from January 29 to February 4, 1976. Two ships passed

over the s taiids corning into the harbor and two sh ips went over I caving

the harbor. Again, some outside noise source interfered with the

current meters to make the data ii nilsal) 1 e . Fe rhaps stray currents from

the ships fathometers negated the current meter data collected. No

further measurements of this sort were attempted.

The third area of the field work involved trying to determine the

depth of the propeller wake behind a ship. The ship chosen to do the

work behind was the dredge IIAI1DING because it would he moving at a

very slow speed (one to two knots) while it was dredging. The elec-

tromagnetic current meter with a spherical probe was attached to a

vane with a weight attached to keep it oriented into the current. It

was hoped to lower the current meter down to record when it was below

the wake, but the current in the wake was so strong that it pushed the

meter backwards at a 300 angle from the surface. Using this procedure

it was not possible to tell how deep the propeller wake extended.

Water samples that wore collected in July and October 1975 and

January 1976 were analyzed to determine the turbidity of the water.

The water samples with the first instrument stand were collected at a

height one meter off the hot torn by pumping wat er to the surface through

a hose . Aft or the instrument stand was destroyed , Van Porn hot ties

were used to collect water samples at 1.5, 6.1 and 10.7 meters below

the surface. Water samples were col Icctcd over both sandy and s ii ty



bottoms. The samples were aiia ly:ed with a JIACH laborat or '[iii'bid imeter

Model 1360. It was found that there was no observable increase in

turbidity due to the passape of a slu ip
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VIII. SEDIMUNi' TRANSPORT IN COOS BAY

Est mat c of Ship Induced Eros ion

Although the field tests did not give an indication of any sub-

stantial influence that ship traffic has on the sediment transport in

the Coos Bay channel, some further discussion will he made on this

subject. The field tests were not designed to measure the sediment

transport outright, but to determine if erosion existed through velo-

city measurements and water samples. In order to comment on the

approximate sediment transport caused by ship traffic, results of the

SOGREAII tests (Figure 22) have been extended for conditions at three

sections of the Coos Bay channel. The three sections were chosen

where there were data on the sediment deposition in the channel

From this information, the predicted erosion due to ship traffic can

be compared to the natural erosion.

The channel at Coos Bay is composed of several different types of

sediment. The sediment of lower Coos Bay, from the entrance to the

Highway 101 bridge, is predominantly s and. From the III ghway 101

bridge to approximately Kilometer 16.9 the bottom consists of a large

amount of shel 1 deposits. From Kilometer 16.9 to Ki lometer 20. 1 the

bottom is silt. For the next several hundred meters the bottom is

rock, hard clay, and silt. The bottom then returns to mainly silt at

Ki lometer 21.9 (Coos Bay EIS Supplement, 1975). The median grain size

for the estuary iii 0.2 mm to 0.3 mm with the exception of the silt

which ranges in size from .015 inn to .02 miii. During periods of high

runoff the median grain size in some areas can range from .48 mm to



55 mm (Arneson , 1 975) . The range in gra in s i e in most o 1 Coos Bay

is similar enough to the canals studies in the SOGREAII tests that it

is be I loved the results of time SOGRFAII tcsts (Figure 22) can be used

to estimate tile erosion caused by ship traffic in Coos Bay. The only

area where the SOGREAII results would he inaccurate would be the ye-

gions of the Coos Bay canal composed of silt.

The number of vessels that used Coos Bay iii I 975 can he arranged

in three categori es: 315 dry cargo ships, 23 tankers, and 92 barges.

The largest dimensions for these types of vessels are listed in Table

IV.

TABLE IV. ChARACTERISTICS OP SHIPS lN COOS BAY

Vessel Length m Beam in Draft iii No/Year

Dry Cargo 217.0 32.3 9.1 515

Tanker 201.5 27.4 9.1 23

Barge 73.2 1B.3 /1.0 92

lhc vessels usual i travel at speeds From 11 .5 to 16. 7 km/hr from the

entrance to the highway 101 bridge, while above the bridge tile vessels

usually travel at 3.7 to 5.6 km/hr.

The shipping canal at Coos Bay is maintained to a depth of 9.1

meters and a width of 91 .4 meters WI tim a side slope of one to three.

In rca I i.ty , the canal i. s much In rger than the ma jut n.j ned canal The

value of n, the ratio of the canal cross-sectonai area to the maximum

ship cross-sectional area, for three sections oL time canal are listed
in Table V.
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lAPIN V. PSI I NAINI) NIlOS I ON FOR I (10 SIll'

Values of n and N ni3/m

Pry (a10 aiikcr Ihi F0 lot a I Pros ion

n P ii N n P m 3/kiii
r r r

Entrance 9.1 0 10.7 .001 36.9 0 73

Kilometer 9.8 12.5 0 11.7 0 50.8 0 0

Kilometer 21 5.1 .025 6.0 .015 20.9 0 82.2

Also listed in Table V is the estimated erosion that each ship

would cause in 100 ship passages and the total erosion over a year for

a section oF the canal one kilometer long in each of the three re-

gions. Table V shows that the critical area for erosion is in the

upper portion of the bay which is also the region where the SOGREAII

test results are not as applicable because o:F the silt in the canal.

In addition to the erosion caused during a ship passage, a coil-

siderable amount of erosion occurs when a ship drags its anchor.

Hartman (1976) has calculated that approximately 350,000 cubic meters

of bottoia sediments arc disturbed annually by ship anchor draggi ng

from Kilometer 19.3 to 24.6. For the same section of the canal, the

estimated erosion due to ship traffic is only 436 m3/year. The main

reason that the scour from the anchors is much greater than the scour

from a ship passage is the way in which the two quantities are defined.

In the SOGREAII test the eros ion was determi nod by the quanti ty of ma-

terial that was transported and dcposi ted in the center of tile canal.

ilartnan (1976) determined the quantity of sediment that would he dis-

turbeci by an anchor but not necessari lv eroded. ('lost of the sediment

3Taken from Figure 22; SOC'REAiI, 1966.
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disturbed hr an anchor couch us in the same locat. I on with only the Fine

fliaterial 1)0! 'D put iii stispouision.

Natural Deposition in River

The best estimate of the total deposition that occurs in the

canal over a year is the amount of material that is dredged each

year to maintain the canal at its proper climcns:i ons . Data on the

deposition in three reaches of the cana. 1 was obta med From the Army

Corps of Engineers and averaged over a three year pen od to get a

yearly average for each section. At the entrance the yearly deposi-

tion is 413 m3/m canal length. By Kilometer 9.7 the deposit ion is

13 m3/m/year, while near the Corps dock the deposition rate is about

86 in 3/m/yca r. 'l'he different rater of d epos i t i on a ic caused by the

different sources and transport of sediment near each location.

hue sources of red l.uiIeuit at Coos Bay tuicliude the ocean mid the

rivers and streams which empty into the estuary. There is a iso a sub-

stantial amount of material that conies from the eros i on of tidal fiats
and spoil is lands by wave action, materials disturbed by dredging, and

particles blown into the estuary by the wind (Ippen, 1966 and Slotta

et al . 1973) . Near the entrance the niniru portion of the sediment is

brotuchit into the estuary hr the littoral dvi ft . 'Ilie sediment is usu-

al lv sand of the same type as found Oil nearby beaches ( Kuiu'i and Byrne,

1966) . Near the city of Coos Bay the nialoritv of the deposjtion would

by due to the inflow of sediment from the Coos River. Approximately

72,000 tons of sediment comes into Coos Bay each year from the rivers

(Arneson , 1975) . In coiuhpari son to the large amount of sediment trauis-
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port that occurs naturally, the ships seem to contri hut (' a very i usip-

nificant part to the total sediment transport.
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IX. CONC LUS IONS AND RECOMNENDAT IONS

Ship traffic in confined waters can I cad to serious erosion of

the canal banks and sides under certain conditions. 'the two most im-

portant factors that influence the erosion are the ship speed and the

ratio of the canal cross-sectional area to the maximum ship cross-

sectional area. In Coos Bay, Oregon it was found that the eros ion

caused by ship traffic (excluding anchor dragging) is insignificant

compared to the annual sediment transport from natural causes.

In dredging future navigation canals, the SOGREAJI test results

(Figure 22) can be used to estimate the amount of erosion in a pro-

posed canal to help determine the optimum size of canal based on ini-

tial construction costs and maintenance c1redgin costs. The SOGREAJI

test results can be used with reasonable accuracy for canals with a

median grain size between 0.2 and 0.7 mm. More research is needed

though on the erosion caused by ships in canals comI)Osed of silt or

cohesive sediments.
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7

Classes and Cliaractoristi cs of Vcsscl s Cal Ii ng at Coos Bay

Typo Class length beam draft speed
in in in km/hr

General Cargo
Liberty 10,800 134.6 17.9 8.4 20.4

Victory 10,800 138.8 18.9 8.7 31.5

10,500 134.0 19.2 8.2 28.7

C-3 12,300 150.0 21.2 9.0 30.6

C-4 13,600 174.3 22.9 9.6 37.0

C-4 converted 15,000 159.3 21.8 10.0 31.5

Star Steaniship 29,240 171.9- 22.9- 10.7- 29.6
182.9 25.9 11.2

Tanker
T-2 17,000 160.0 21.3 9.1 26.9

T-2 jumboized 21,000 178.0 24.4 9.9 27.8

T-5 26,000 196.6 25.9 10.1 29.6

35,000 201.5 27.4 10.9 33.3

Bulk Carrier
Chip ship 20,700 178.3 21.9 9.5 27.8

Chi.p ship 27,400 194.6 25.2 10.5 27.8

Taken from Coos Bay E.I.S. Supplement, 1974.
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Year

1956
1957

1958
1959

1960

1961
1962

1963

1964
1965

1966

1967
1968
1969

1970
1971

1972

1973
1974
1975

Number of Vessels Calling at Coos Bay 1956-1975

Vessel I)raft (in)

6.4-7.3 7.6-8.5 8.5-9.1 9.1+

84 67 107 4

180 65 93 11

178 80 72 10
189 116 79 6

208 106 98 15

175 106 69 13
187 75 65 23
183 95 70 16

164 100 62 23
206 80 78 15
227 97 75 37
277 106 134 33
294 146 179 30

Total

262

349

340
390
427

363
351

363

349

379

436

550
650
398

394

324

393

394
455

430

1956-1968 from Coos Bay EIS Supplement, 1975

1969-1975 Personal communication by author with Port Commission, Coos
Bay, Oregon.



Kri ogenl)r000er Sn rvc'vs

Motor- frc'i ght ship

length 85 in

width 9.5 a
draft 2.3 m

propeller diameter 1550 mm

Tugbo at

Barge

length 25.5 in

width 10.8 in

draft 1.65 m

length 76.5 in

width 11.4 m
draft 2.3 m

Different water depths in canal

Li . 0 m

3.5 in

3.1 in

2.8 in

Breisacher Versuche (Felkel and Steinweller, 1972)

Gustav koenigs

length 67 in

Wi(lth 8. 2 in

4 bladed propeller 1.47 in diameter



Rcsu Its of Kr icgenbruiuier So rvcy

1 2 3 4 5 6
1.40.1 2.71 -0.06 0.45 -3.50 1.71
I .0. 2 3.12 -0.85 (i.'lS -1.20 1 .0
1.40.3 3.41 -0.95 0.65 1.46
1.40.4 3.57 -0.95 0.75 1.32
1.40.5 3.42 -1.15 0.90 1.12

2.40.1 2.21 -0.65 -2.95 1.77
2.40.2 2.72 -0.85 0.80 -1.95 1.69
2.40.3 2.94 -0.85 0.55 1.57
2.40.4 2.99 -1.20 1.43
2.40.5 3.09 -1.10 1.10 1.26

1.35.1 2.48 -0.75 0.55 -2.50 1.17
1.35.2 3.03 -0.95 0.85 -1.40 1.00
1.35.3 3.03 -1.10 1.00 -1.70 0.91
1.35.4 2.97 -1.20 1.00 -1.10 0.76
1.35.5 3.04 -1.15 1.00 0 0.58

2.35.1 2.09 -0.85 1.19
2.35.2 2.43 -1.30 0.95 0.06
2.35.3 2.69 1.50 -2.00 0.92
2.35.4 2.57 -1.30 2.20 -1.70 0.85
2.35.5 2.68 -1.20 1.60 -0.55 0.59

1.31.1 2.36 -0.75 0.35 -1.95 0.80
1.31.2 2.59 -1.05 0.65 -1.95 0.71
1.31.3 2.66 -1.30 -1.95 0.65
1.31.4 2.75 -1.15 1.20 -2.10 0.53
1.31.5 2.72 -1.15 1.30 +0.70 (1.26

2.31.1 1.90 -0.95 0.80 -1.80 0.77
2.31.2 2.34 -1.70 1.40 -0.30 0.48
2.31.3 2.32 -1.40 1.80 +0.20 0.32
2.31.4 2.31 -1.40 2.30 -0.40 0.18
2.31.5 2.35 -1.30 2.65 0 0.05

2.28.1 1.84 -1.10 1.50 -1.00 0.49
2.28.2 2.09 -1.70 2.10 -1.00 0.3(1)

2.28.3 2.13 -1.80 -1.40 0.05
2.28.4 2.15 -1.25 0.02

1 . Test number
2. Ship speed above the bottom (rn/see)
3. lOaximurn return current under bow (rn/see)
4. Maximum fol lowing current (rn/see)
5. Deviation of ship from center of channel (m)
6. Clearance between moving ship and bottom (is)

7. Passage coefficient, n
8. Propeller frequency (liz)

7

8.06

6. 76

6.70

5.61

5.77

4.83

4.59

8

1 1 . 68

1 9 . Do

21 . 65

23.35

10. 75

1 1 . 1 0

16.2(1

17. 55

18. 00

14 .68

18.65
21.65

22 .65

23.80

10.90
14.10
16.18

17.43
18.03

14. 33

18.33
20.65
22.00

23.00

10.73
14.12
16.10
17.15
17.90

10. 75

I .1 . 05

1 6. 57

17.53

81




